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“With the help of technology, we can catch on-pitch action that would otherwise be impossible to capture,” explains Sean McBride, Head of Sports Science. “We see this not only as a way of telling a better story through gameplay, but it also provides the opportunity to
coach players using data on players they’ve never even met and trained.” With this data, players can learn about their strengths and weaknesses through real time analysis in training, both with the coach and a coach buddy. The data can also be used to identify areas of
player development and should their performance not improve, it can help coach a player through the development process to help him or her return to the top. The data is used to build a match simulation that can then be personalized for the player. For example, you
could have a set of data that represents the player you just signed and then have the game pick up where the previous game left off when you’re in possession of the ball. Or you can use the data to take a player to another level of play, helping him to perform at a
higher level and providing a long-term pathway for player development. “It really is a technology that gives us both the players and the game partners a greater understanding of what was going on,” said Mario Ikimi, FIFA Head of Marketing, EA SPORTS. “As a game
developer you can now tell a more accurate story that uses real-world data from live players, and it delivers gameplay that’s extremely authentic.” “The data gives us the ability to create more information and depth into the gameplay while increasing the level of detail in
the presentation and emotion around the game,” continued McBride. “We see the introduction of this technology as the first of many ways in which we plan to apply real world data in creating the next generation of football, both in-game and off.” FIFA 20 introduced a
variety of real-world data points, including the “New Player Performance & Weather” feature which uses 3D physics modelling to simulate the impact of different conditions on player speed and acceleration. It also introduces the “New Condition Tactics” feature, where
teams can alter tactics depending on the weather conditions. For more information on FIFA 22, visit "A classic example of understatement
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Design FIFA trophies and awards. Earn and customize players and gear. Master authentic FIFA tactics, including set-piece situations and special moves. Watch as FIFA is played on iconic clubs in six distinct Leagues. Free Your Creativity Earn 2,000 coins per-game by
playing solo and online matches for the first time. Find out more in-game. Innovate Every Gameplay Mode Break through barriers and score goals with dynamic free kicks. Defend like never before in a brand new defensive system. For the first time ever, develop a
dynasty in a new live transfer market. Score with custom-made, skill-based dribbling moves. Master the new six-star attacking rating system and perfect your control as a complete soccer player. Unlock a whole new range of rewarding single-player career challenges
across nine new leagues. Including the much-requested Women’s FIFA World Cup™ and all-new Beach Soccer. Discover the many forms of play in Ultimate Team: Be a pro by completing an entire FUT Career. Be a Champion on the Move in Ultimate Team: Become King of
the Mobile Stadium as you dominate the new live transfer market on PS4. Be a Champion on the Move in Ultimate Team: Master your chemistry with improved player connection and AI and many other UI changes. Tackle a different kind of challenge in Ultimate Team:
Create your dream team from over 10,000 current and former players. With a host of new tools and unique League ranking, FUT Heroes and a redesigned Draft mode. A New World of Gamification Build your team, the way you want. Choose custom kits and introduce your
squad with fully custom-created players. Experience the most dynamic in-game interaction with the new live transfer market, where the success of your transfer policies will play a key role in determining your team’s fortune. Journey to Glory Step into the boots of 19
historic past and present FIFA World Cup™ winners. From Pele, Zinedine Zidane, Diego Maradona and Mario Balotelli to Gianluigi Buffon, Steven Gerrard, Lionel Messi and Fernando Torres. Assemble Your Squad Choose from over 600 players, including many transfer-only
Legend players. Make your dreams a reality with a host of new customization tools. Customize your team around your style of play by customizing each bc9d6d6daa
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The greatest footballers from around the world are here in FIFA Ultimate Team Mode. Build your dream squad from over 700 players, and get noticed as you compete against top FUT Pro Clubs in Career mode. FIFA Manager – Construct the most competitive squad ever in
a single player Football Manager game. Strategise your tactics, use your transfer budget to bring in the best talent, and manage your team through matches, cups and other events in your quest to become the ultimate football manager. FIFA 22 also features a Fifa
Ultimate Team Leaderboard, where you can compete online for the best overall player and best coach in the world. Players can also track their progress and see how they rank against their friends, completing personalised challenges along the way. TRIAL FEATURE
Perfect Simulation Trials – The new Trial feature allows you to test the game through in-game challenges, allowing you to learn the game and understand the controls without ever playing the full game. Trial your skills through real matches and scenarios, and choose
from a range of customisable challenges. DYNAMIC REPLAY Dynamic Replay – Inspired by the way players talk about the dynamic way matches are played and the intensity of the game, Dynamic Replays showcase, while being spectacular, also feel accessible. Build a
team of your favourite players and use a range of high-end cameras to create a match where the action is constantly happening. Play the way FIFA knows you’ll want to, in the style you’re most comfortable in. Every time you click a goal in FIFA Live, you can use one of
the features on the pitch to celebrate it. And you can customize everything. Play with the way you want. With FIFA Live, you can enjoy the most realistic live action on the pitch. Select from a wide selection of control modes and button layouts or set up your own custom
ones. Take total control of the match as you play on huge 32K Ultra HD displays or on other Windows 10 devices. GET INTO THE ACTION Early Access Trial – Try the early access version of FIFA 22 in a number of leagues, including English Championship, La Liga, Ligue 1,
MLS, Bundesliga and UEFA Champions League. Enjoy the day-1 content, try the game on different surface types and take on multiple AI teams. Once the game launches, jump in to one of a number of worldwide FIFA competitions, including the new English FA Cup,
followed by your favourite national

What's new in Fifa 22:
FIFA 22 introduces "HyperMotion Technology," which uses motion capture data collected from 22 real-life players playing a complete, high-intensity football match in
motion capture suits. The data collected from player movements, tackles, aerial duels and on-ball actions is used to power FIFA 22 gameplay.
New ways to play with your friends include two brand-new head-to-head game modes - new created-content, Career, Playground Quick Cup, Online League, and Web
Cup.
New core gameplay features include more balanced Power Rank systems; new ‘Skill Squads,’ available in both real and FIFA Ultimate Team gameplay; and all-new
Instant Game Hints system in Career Mode. FIFA 25 is the first title in the FIFA franchise to include an OAR-5 iDVR system.
FIFA 22 introduced new RPG-like rewards and progression systems, including new Skills and Player Customization. Players have more ways to earn XP, unlock new
attributes, improve skills, earn new tournaments, receive new items, and activate player classes. The new Amatuer Game Feed allows players to earn rewards while
playing on FIFA servers regardless of their platform of choice. FIFA 25 makes it easier to swap out players after you’ve made your team, with new ‘Team Builder.’ FIFA
22 introduced a simple in-game filtering system which has been updated for FIFA 25, ensuring that you are only able to register new players and clubs.
The Driven Battle system now allows you to jump into challenges head-to-head with other players (even if they’re on the same team). Driven Battles give you the
opportunity to earn additional rewards and show off your in-game war credentials. You can also challenge other players in Custom Matches.
FIFA 25 separates Training and Coaching modes and allows you to copy Winning Team Tactics to the Main Menu, giving you a quick way to get a jumpstart on your
next game. FIFA 25 also introduces other new features, including friendlies, cup-leading reward packages, leagues, challenges, and player evaluations.
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Football, the beautiful game. Made more accessible with FIFA. FIFA is a video game set in the world of football. The player assumes the role of a footballer and competes
with real-world teams. FIFA lets you experience the thrill of football like never before. FIFA is designed to recreate the most authentic experience in football. Rules. Clubs
play matches in a league against other teams. They play matches in the UEFA or FIFA Cups and in international tournaments. The match is played in two halves of 45
minutes each. At the end of regulation time, if the score is still tied, extra time takes place and the match continues in an additional 30 minutes with the winner being the
first to score. If the score is still tied at the end of extra time, the match goes into a penalty shoot-out. Team selections, substitutions, and cards are governed by the FIFA
Ultimate Team™ mode. How is Football? Football is a game of skill, tactical knowledge, and physical ability. To play football at the highest level, you need speed, strength,
technique, strength of character, quick decision-making, and excellent organization. Stadiums. The stadium is the heart of the game. A good stadium enables players to
perform better and changes the way the game is played. The stadium is the setting for memorable moments in a game. The stadium is the environment that allows the
sounds of football to be heard. The ability to experience the roar of packed stadiums, the feel of the turf, and the smell of oiled uniforms is a unique experience for
football. Teams. If you love football, you have a team. You choose your team, and then you customize your team. You can choose your favourite club from hundreds of
clubs. Each club has its own unique abilities and attributes and its own specific strengths and weaknesses. You choose the players that suit you and those that match your
style. Add custom tactics, formations, kits and show off your team to your friends and opponents. Create the perfect team and dominate the games that matter in FIFA
Ultimate Team™. Your Career. Even when you're not playing FIFA the game is following you. You can manage your career and salary in career mode, play friendlies, or
create your own custom game and have fun. World. Football is a global sport. FIFA lets you experience the beautiful game at home and on the road. Lead your team to
glory in
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